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DIY COCKTAIL KIT
Everything in this kit (with the exception of glassware
and ice) will make you 14
delicious tasting cocktails in the comfort of your own
home. This instruction set will guide you through the
step-by-step process and technique in making each
drink along the same principles that we make our drinks
here at Pantja.
Wherever possible store these ingredients in the
refridgerator to keep cool and ensure shelf stability for
the longest time. For the Hendrick’s itself refrigerating
or freezing your gin (up to -5 degrees celcius) will help
with controlling the dilution / coldness of mixing your
drink and ensure optimum flavour.

This DIY kit contains the following items
Liquids
1x Hendrick’s Gin 700ml
1x Italian Bitters 125ml
1x Italian Rosso Vermouth 125ml
1x Dirty Gibson mix
2x Fever Tree tonic water bottles
Garnishes
5x Orange peel garnishes
4x Cucumber garnishes
4x Lime Wedge garnishes
5x Pickles: (1 cornichon, 1 pickled onion for each
serve of the Dirty Gibson)
Extra
1x Jigger (25ml / 14ml) measuring tool
for accurately pouring delicious drinks!

Hendrick’s Negroni

50ml Hendrick’s Gin
25ml Italian Rosso Vermouth
25ml Italian Bitters
At Pantja we like our Negronis a little more spirit forward than
the traditional recipe dictates. Hendrick’s lends itself perfectly to
this philosophy, given that it’s a light and unique tasting gin. This
recipe will make a dry and delicious Negroni – not too sweet, and
not too bitter, perfect for daytime drinking.

INSTRUCTIONS This kit serves 5 portions of this Negroni recipe
1. Fill a chilled rocks glass with ice up to the top.
2. Add one large measure (25ml) of Campari using the jigger.
3. Add one large measure (25ml) of Sweet Vermouth.
4. Add two large measure (50ml) of Hendrick’s Gin.
5. Stir using a bar spoon or the handle of a spoon for 10 seconds.
If you don’t have a barspoon a chopstick will work just fine.
6. Take an orange skin, skin facing over the glass, and squeeze to
finish as garnish. This releases the oils of the orange and gives a
citrusy lift to the drink.

Hendrick’s TONIC

50ml Hendrick’s Gin
100ml Fever Tree Tonic
The humble gin & tonic – a seemingly simple drink, but with so
much complexity in flavour. This gin & tonic is a boozy one with a
1:2 gin to tonic ratio, but one that we enjoy here at Pantja that lets
the complexity of the gin shine through. A lot of care and attention is given to the various gins now globally available to mix into
this drink, but not a lot of time is spent considering the tonic –
considering it comprises 2/3rds the whole drink, it’s important to
pick something which will complement your gin well. Fever Tree
makes artisanal tonic with a lower sugar content than many other
tonics, allowing the refreshing bitterness of the botanicals of both
gin and tonic to take the lead on the flavour front.

INSTRUCTIONS This kit serves 4 portions of this G&T Recipe
1. Take a Highball, Collins or any tall glass packed full of ice.
2. Add two large measures (50ml) of Hendricks.
3. Pour half a bottle of chilled Fever Tree Tonic.
4. Insert a spoon into your glass and gently lift the ice from the
bottom of the glass to mix the drink. Avoid stirring if you can
– stirring causes the ice to dilute faster which will flatten the fizz
of the tonic.
5. Add a slice of cucumber.
6. Add a squeeze of lime for an extra citrus bite.

Hendrick’s DIRTY GIBSON
50ml Hendrick’s Gin
14ml Dirty Gibson Mix

This drink is a variation on the classic gin martini but instead of
a twist of lemon or olive, we use a pickled onion and cornichon as
garnish. The Dirty Gibson Mix uses both dry vermouth and the
brine from our pickled onions. This produces a dry martini with a
sharp and briny tang – perfect as a pre-dinner drink. Unlike the
Negroni and Gin & Tonic you will need to build the drink in a
separate vessel, and strain into a chilled glass without ice – if you
have a shaker tin or a mixing glass this will do the job perfectly, if
not then a glass jar or a large glass / metal measuring container
will work just as well.

INSTRUCTIONS This kit serves 5 portions of this Dirty Gibson Recipe
1. Take a chilled martini, coupette or wine glass.
2. Use a mixing receptacle (Mixing glass, shaker tin or a large
glass with pouring spout) and add two large measures (50ml) of
Hendrick’s gin.
3. Add one small measure (14ml) of Dirty Gibson Mix.
4. Add fresh ice full to the brim.
5. Stir gently using the handle of a spoon or a chopstick for 20-30
seconds.
6. Use a cocktail strainer or a slotted spoon to hold back the ice
while you pour into the martini glass.
7. Serve alongside the pickled onion and cornichon.

